magnus volk's car no.1 of 1883
2ft gauge 4 wheel electric car from Volk's original electric railway.
This model is approximately 7mm / 1ft ('O' gauge). All you need is a craft knife, a rule and a tube of glue.

This is not a difficult task to undertake but please read - and
try to understand - the instructions. Print the sheet out onto
thin card. If in difficulty refer to the pictures on the website.
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Cut out main floor, gently score
the dotted lines (not the red
ones!), and fold the grey side
and end members downwards. A
small spot of glue in each corner
underneath should keep the joins
together - if not fit small
cardboard braces cut from the
excess card. Cut out the Saloon
Floor and glue this on top of the
main floor.

Cut out the two sides end ends.
Score and fold the tabs
backwards as these will be glued
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to the floor. Score and fold the

Wheel sets
and stiffeners

Curtains x 4

small end flaps back. Glue into
place on the floor - the
overlapping black strapping
should be on the outside of the
grey side members.

Cut out the seats, score and fold. The white tab at the bottom should be forded back as it sticks to the floor. The two triangular
tabs are also folded back as they glue to the end pieces of the passenger compartment. The wider blue section is the
seatback, the narrower piece is the seat and the brown piece is the kicking board. Glue the seats into place in the passenger
compartment - they may need trimming so try fitting them first without glue! Cut out the wheelsets and fold them along the top
of the black line. Use the stiffeners between the wheels to keep them to gauge. The wheelsets should be glued to the
underside of the main floor with the wheel centres approximately 21mm in from each end. Cut out and fold the canopy, gluing
the white tabs to the underside of the top. Cut out the curtains and score down the black line. Fold them at right angles and
glue them to each corner of the passenger compartment. The gold cord should be level with the hand rail and the curtains
hang down the outside of the compartment. Glue the canopy on top of the curtains, which should slide up into each corner of
the canopy making a snug fit. Cut out the dashboards, score down the black line and fold and glue double. Glue to either end
of the main floor. Finally cut out Magnus and pose him on the rear platform!

